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Bookstore~ructices
auestioned
Kyle Shelton
News Writer

After more than a year of being privately
owned by Follet Corporation, allegations
have been made that the JSU Bookstore is
underordering, overpricing and sometimes
even ordering wrong editions of books.
These practices left many students and
faculty at odds with JS'CiBookstore practices
and led many of them off campus for their
books and suppplies.
Linda Cain, chairperson of the Bookstore
Advisory Committee, said Follet made promises concerning the sale of books when
they leased the bookstore that have not
been kept.
"When (Follet) came here they said that
they would order all the books," she said,
"and if they didn't use them all, they could
send them back."
Cain and other faculty members believe
this has not been the case. Follet has
underordered books, which has left many
students without their textbooks for days
after a new semester has started. In some
classes wnere a lot ot reaalng 1s required,
this could be a serious problem.

Ed Ludwic, manager of the JSU Bookstore,
verified the Bookstore did not order 100
percent and added there are certain criteria
used to determine how many books are
ordered.
"We do not purposely underorder books,"
Ludwic said. "To decide how many books
(to order), we use records of past history,
enrollment estimate, on-hand supply and
the estimated number sellbacks we will have
at the end of the term."
The process of deciding the number of
books begiris when the computer system at
the bookstore preprints "adoption forms."
The information on the forms includes the
title of a book for a given class, its editon
and whether a newer edition is available.
Each instructor receives the form and either
Campus: Bir, Rdr of I0 - $1.49
signs it to affirm that the information is
Jacbmlk:Flair, Pack d 10 - $1,29
correct or changes the preprinted entry by
noting all changes required and signing the
English Professor Steve Whitton said he without books for two class meetings.
has had problems both in past semesters
Bookstore personnel told Whitton the form.
The instructor also gives an estimated
and this semester with the JSU Bookstore. Jacksonville Bookstore, located on the
"This semester I went to check on the Square, would take up the slack for the enrollment on the form, which Is where
number of books for my classes and found number of books that were not there. They Ludwic thinks the confusion about the numthat the full number was not on the shelf." also told him that the 1SU Bookstore did not ber of books ordered comes in.
The class In questlon was an Honors order 100 percent of the number of books
See Bookstore page 2
English course and some students were left needed.

new ilquor ilcense
Melanie Jones
Manaaina Editor

The Jacksonville city council
paved the way for a change in the
Jacksonville social scene Tuesday
night when it approved a liquor
license for Eric Key, the owner of
The Galley.
Since its opening in October,
The Galley has been operating just
like Jacksonville's other barswith a
retail beer license.
The new license allows a greater
variety in bars. "Any kind of drink
you want, I can sell it," Key said.
While Key said he believes the
license will do "wonders" for his
business, he doesn't believe it will
hurt Brothers or Jefferson's "Each
bar has its own atmosphere We've
added to ouratrnosuhere " he said

"Any kind o f drink you
Want, 1 can sell St-"
--Eric Key
owner, The Galley
so a student who likes the atrnosphere of Jefferson's won't change
to The Galley just because it has a
liquor license.
Despite what some people may
believe, Key said he doesn't believe having access to a liquor bar
will keep students in Jacksonville
for the weekends. "I don't think
people leave town just to go drink
somewhere else," he said. He does
belleve it may keep some students

See Liquor

page 2

The JSU Fastbreakers are a dance company that entertains at every home game halftime. Pictured (from left to right) are Aimee Dobbins, Melintha Ogle, Aniya Rooks, Jennifer
Holmes, Michelle Smith, Kristi Glasscox Kelley Mastin and Tammy Chesson.
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from driving to Anniston for mixed
drinks so they won't have to risk
driving home.
A change in menu Isn't all the
new license will bring. No one
under the age of 21 can enter a bar
with a liquor license, and if anyone
is caught by the Alabama Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, Key
would be in danger of losing his
license.
In order to receive his license,
Key had to file with the city council
and go through a public hearing
which was held Tuesday night.
According to Mayor George
Douthit,Jacksonvillecity ordinance
lists several requirements for a liquor license.
The bar cannot be within 500
feet of a church, the owner must
have a clean record and residents
within 500 feet must be informed
and given a chance to voice their
complaints. The distance from a
church is the requirement that defeated the other bars in Jacksonville.
Key said he was surprised by the
low turn-out for the public hearing. "I was expecting 20-25 church
busses to be in the parking lot
when I pulled up," he said. In the

end, no one protested, although
Douthit said one person wanted
all of the bars to have a liquor
license.
Douthit was very careful to define the purpose of the hearing
before proceedings began.
"I told (thecouncil) that it is not
the council's responsibility to decide if they want this business or
not, but whether it was legal or
not," he said.
"We don't decide what kind of
businesses we want."
The ABC board routinely inspect all bars to make sure they
comply with regulations, but
Douthit said he doesn't believe
Key will have any problems. "Eric
met all of the requirements. He's a
good boy."
Key expects to be able to serve
mixed drinks and other beverages
in two weeks when he recieves his
license from Montgomery.
The liquor license isn't the end
of Key's plans. He wants to make
changes within the bar to make it
roomier.
He also wants to eventually fence
in the yard behind The Galley in
order to have a volleyball playing
area.

Tabby Timmons is not an employee at Winn-Dixie as stated in
the 1/22 edition of The Chanticleer.

"I think that they confuse (thc
estimated enrollment) with thc
actual number of books that wil
be ordered," Ludwic said, "anc
that isn't all that we look at."
He went on to say that if more
books than needed are ordered,
they have to be sent back to the
publisher, which can cost a lot,
depending on the number ol
books to be returned.
He added that if too few books
were ordered that the needed
amount could be ordered and
delivered on a "next day or second day basis."
Other complaints made against
the bookstore concerned the pricing of books and supplies and
the stocking of certain items such
as office supplies.
There was no way to compare
"apples to apples" on all items
because both stores do not carry
the samd brands in all items. In
addition, some items were the
same price, such as the text for
History survey classes.
Among items not camed by
either storewere most "big item"
office supplies such as toner cartridges for copy machines and
larger ribbons for computerprinters.
Some departments have resorted to buying office supply
items from Office Depot and
other office suply stores in the
area.
"We can't offer everything and
we can't compete (with other
area office supply stores) as far
as price," Ludwic said, "And
prices are going to be different at
different stores on certain items
because of competition."
He did say, however, that the
JSU Bookstore balances out its
pricing with promotions such as
Bonus Bucks and giveaways.
Sarah Latham, a faculty member in the College of Nursing,
agreed with Ludwic, saying that
she chooses to use the JSU
Boookstore exclusively.
"(The Bookstore employees)
have always gone out of their
way to help me" Latham said.
"Many times they have ordered
books that were not available
and then got them to me the
next day."
"The JSU Bookstore exists to
serve the students," Ludwic said.
"When a student has to do without a book, I understand, and we

Results from the restaurant survey were not posted last Monday,
but will be aval\ab]enext Monday.

as possible

*TheAfrican American Association meets at 4 pm every Tuesday in
TMB. African-American students are encouraged to join by paying a $2
membership fee.
S a v e lives! Join JSU's chapter of Amnesty International. Amnesty is
a world-wide human rights organization dedicated to freeing innocent
people, freeing political prisoners and ending torture worldwide. You
can save lives and end torture by joining for just one hour a month. For
further information contact Chris at 782-6543.
T h e International Affairs Club was formed for those with an interest
in international issues and those who wish to study or pursue careers in
international fields. Please contact Lisa at 782-6574 for information.
-The College BASE test, which ail seniors must complete to graduate,
will be given at the following times:
6 9 pm
today
20 Ayers Hall
6 9 prn
Feb. 8
20 Ayers Hall
2:30-530 pm
Feb. 9
20 Ayers Hall
5:30-8:30 pm
Feb. 15JSU-G, Enzor Auditorium
5:30-8:30 pm
Feb. 16
Ft. McClellan Center, TBA
SQdents may register for the BASE test in 216 Ayers Hall.
*TheEnglish Competency Exam, which all seniors must complete to
graduate, will be given at the following times:
67:30 pm
Feb. 9
127 Ayers Hall
3-4:30 pm
127 Ayers Hall
Feb. 10
If you are eligible for the Spring semester exam, you must pre-register
for it by Feb. 4 at 215 Stone Center. There you'll be assigned a specific
room for the test. When you take the exam, be sure to bring with you
a photo ID, a blue book and a blue or black pen. Workshops for the
Spring examinationwill be held on Feb. 1from6-7:30pm and Feb. 2 from
3-4:30 pm in the Memll Hall Auditorium (room 101).While attending
one of the workshops will certainly not guarantee a "pass," it should
familiarize the student with what to expect on the examination. NOTE:
.Attendance at the workshop is not a requirement to take the exam.
All students graduating in Spring from the College of Letters and
Sciences must apply now for graduation in 214 Martin Hall.
1-18 The UPD reported a fight disturbance in front of Rowan Hall
*The absolute deadline for accepting Stafford, SLS or PLUS loan
applications for the Spring semester 1993 will be March 15. This is to
1-19 The UPD reported indecent exposure on the fifth floor of
ensure that the application will be processed and the loan check received
Houston Cole Library.
before the end of the semester.
An art
ceramic scul~twes
Meyer and paintings 1-20The UPD reported
of firearms in the
lot east
and drawings by Kenneth Procter will be presented from 8:30 am-4:00 of Crow Hall
pm Feb. 2-26 at Hammond Hall Gallery. A gallery lecture will be given
by Meyer and Procter, two artists1 professors from the University of
1-20 Kenneth Borders, 20, of Piedmont was arrested at the UPD and
charged with theft of property.
Montevallo, at 10 am Feb. 3.
,_
/ts7~b:h

1-21lohanna fJarker, 19, of Piedmont was arrested on Mountain Street
and charged with minor in possession of alcohol.

DANTI
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1-22 Jennifer carter reported criminal mischief at the parking lot

1 adjacent to Fitzpatrick Hall.

"In the First Amendment. ..ourfounding fathers aflrmed their
1-23David Ayers, 67, of Weaverwas arrested at Salls Hall and charged
belief that competing ideas are fundamental to freedom."
with
- - ~ ~Reagan
~ ~ l d public intoxication.
Jason Thompson, Editor in Chief
Melanie Jones, Managing Editor
Dyana Blythe, News Editor
~ ; m~athcock,Sports Editor
Jamie Cole, Features Editor
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1-23 The UPD reported security violation and resisting arrest at the
TMB, the Quad, Trustee Circleand Sparkman Hall,
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jSU professor attends
V

Denise Ingram
News Writer
--

A JSU faculty member was
among the 800,000 people who
attended the presidential inauguration in Washington, D.C.Jan. 20.
Jeffrey Gilbert, Political Science
department head, and his wife received an invitation from Congessman Glen Browder's office to attend the inauguration and ball.
Gilbert'swife is an aide to Browder.
He left for Washington, D.C. on
Jan. 19 and returned Monday.
The inauguration was different
than what he expected. "I thought
I would be able to see well since I
was in the first section of attendees," he said. "But I could only see
forms and shapes and colors. I felt
bad until I looked back and saw all
of the people standing behind me."
Gilbert attended two of the balls
and described them as being "like
a rock concert.
"There were so many people

there that the only people who
could see you were the four standing around you," he said. "The
crowds of people were impressive."
Many young people were able
to attend because of their help with
the campaign.
While in Washington, Gilbert
attended a session of theZoe Baird
hearing. He also visited the Library
of Congress to see an exhibit about
presidential inaugurations. Congressman Browder took him to the
floor of the House of Representatives where he was able to sit in the
Speaker'schair. Gilbert also learned
how to use the voting system.
Thursday was the anniversary of
the Roe v. Wade decision and
Gilbert said about 75,000anti-abortion demonstrators marched up
Pennsylvania Avenue.
Gilbert recommended attending
an inauguration,but "keep an open
mind, because it is not what most
people expect."

1

GO FROM STRIPES TO BARS.

If you're leaving the Army to go to
college, there's one course that can
change your stripes. ROTC. It's
the one course that gives you the
chance to use your previous Army
experience to become an officer
upon graduation from college.

You may also qualify for scholarships set
aside for people with previous Army
experience. For more information
on how Army ROTC c a n b e a
golden opportunity, contact the
Education Centcr on post or the
ROTC recruiter below.

Graduates need more than
good grades to succeed
Staff Reports
College Press Sewrce

TROY,N.Y - - Good grades won't
necessarily get you a job when you
graduate, according to a recent
survey of corporate recruiters who
visited Rensselear Polytechnic Institute.
Tom Tarantelli, associate director of the Career Development
Center, said 113 corporate recruiters were interviewed when they
came to the campus in late 1992.
He found that good grades were

near the bottom of the list of skills
and traits most important to the
recruiters in malung hinng decisions
"Companies can afford to be
more selectivenow,"Tarantellisaid.
"They'relooking for well-rounded
applicants who get alongwith others and can participate as members
of a team. The three skills they
value most are interpersonal skills,
problem-solving skills and communications skills."
Other valued skills included creativity, flexibility,maturity and good
judgment

I Cosmo~oIitunHealth Clubs I
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- "On the Square" - Jacksonville
--

FINAL DAYS
Come Join Us For

$79 a month!
Our facilities include a 12 station
Nautilus Svstem. Free Weights,

he alternative
en studenk simply cannot get
a class they need for graduation,

IInstruction, Sauna, Co-Ed Facilities, K\&

For complete information, write:
College Catalog
Independent Study Division
College of Continuing Studies
The University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, AL 3548743388
Or call toll-free in Alabama
1-800-452-5971

I

"6 D ~ A ~Week"
S

Call Now

435-7744

You Are Invtied To Our
Anniston & Oxford
Locations!
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Home Sweet A peaceful existence?
Home
L
his car and then came back in.
After that, several threats were
MICHELLE WOOD
hurled back and forth, and the
GUEST
EDITORIAL
O n the eve of the birthday of
fraternity brothers left as quickly as
the great Martin Luther King, an "Joe," walked in with his girlfriend, they came.
incident happened in a local store also trying to have a good time.
Next, Joe's girlfriend begged me
here in Jacksonville thatwill prob- They also sat down to eat.
to call the police because she said
ably affect me for the rest of my
I went back to work. When I there was a gun.
life.
After I called the police, the probheard the bell on the door ring, I
I've found what true ugliness of walked out to see if it was a cus- lem moved outside. The police
a human soul can look like. Atti- tomer. It was Joe, walking quickly took over to do what is ikgally
tudes that should be long dead are out of the store, leaving his girl- correct, but perhaps we should
still alive today in a small town.
friend behind in the store. Joe examine what is morally correct.
Midnight, the beginning of the came back in about five minutes,
I came to this town from the west
day to celebrate the equality of all leading about 15 of his fraternity coast. There, I was brought up to
men and women, two men and brothers.
respect the views of Martin Luther
two women walked into a fast
I asked them if anyone was go- IOng Jr.
food restaurant.
Unfortunately, personal hatreds
ing to eat. One-man answered. He
Should I say the men were black would order in a few minutes, he are understandable. We have no
andwomen werewhite? I shouldn't said. When they all sat down two control over our upbringing. People
have to say this, but for some seats away from the couples, star- will always hate others for things
reason it's necessary, and this is ingat them, I knew therewas going we have no control over.
the tragedy of our lifetime. It is to be trouble.
What needs to be said is we have
also the reason I feel I have to write
I walked out and asked if the rights under the Constitution of
this down.
mixed couple closest to me if they the United States. When these
They were on a date and having wanted me to call the police. The rights are violated, violence often
a great time. They ordered and girl answered me innocently that follows. When will the human race
peacefully sat down to enjoy their she didn't think it was necessary. learn to accept each other and not
food.
violate our right to a peaceful existBeing naive, I didn't call.
A member of a local fraternity,
The girl's boyfriend walked to ence?

*Editor's note: Thefollowing editorial wassuhmilted by Michelle Wood,
a junior at JSU.

Jacksonville, Alabama. January 14, 1993. WinnDixie opens the doors to its new store and In doing
so, creates quite a stir. Arguably, it's the most
anticipated event in Jacksonville in a long time.
While it's certainly nice to have the much-needed
larger food store in town, its sudden impact is a
telling reminder of the condition which plagues our
town. Jacksonville bores the students, right?
Or do the students bore Jacksonville?
How many college towns get as excited over a new
supermarket as, say, a national championship?
Students become bored, so they leave town Friday
afternoon and roll back Sunday night or Monday
morning. It's a tired argument, and the suitcasecollege image is one Jacksonville has been trying to
shake for years and years.
But why blame the city? It's a vicious Catch-22:
students leave town because there's nothing to do;
there's nothing to do because students leave town.
Something must eventually give for that circle to be
broken and the logical answer lies with the students.
It's the simple concept of supply and demand. If
there is not a demand for anything more, nothing
more will come, whether through the city, the
University or wherever. The need has got to be there
first.
Any town is only what its citizens make it, and so
goes Jacksonville. The city, and the students, would
receive a breath of fresh air if more students would
realize college can be more than a four-day weekend
away from home.
Every student who lives here naturally wants or
needs to go back home every once in a while, not to
mention the fact that Jacksonville sits between metro
cities like Atlanta and Birmingham, which make for
nice weekend getaways.
But college is meant to be a unique experience, and
if students continually leave town as soon as classes
let out, Jacksonville will never develop that unique
collegiate feeling of an Auburn or a Tuscaloosa.
Of course, there is a size disparity between those
towns and Jacksonville, but much like Auburn and
Alabama support their towns, JSU is the lifeblood of
this town. But i t's up to the students to start pumping
the blood. The town will react when the students are
ready.
Until then, there's always Winn-Dixie.
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Thursday, January 28, 1993

Hairy-man out; smooth-man in
I've always felt a man should
look his very best at all times. Take
me, for instance.
You'll never see me in need of a
haircut nor a manicure. I get my
hair and nails done at the same
place, Rebonzo of Buckhead, a
spiffy area of Atlanta. Rebonzo
doesn't have a last name. "Who
needs one, dear boy?"
He is merely Rebonzo and as he
puts it, "A man who would allow
his hair and nails to go ungroomed
is a doo-doo-pot."
Clothes are important to me,
too, of course. I've always gone for
the casual-but elegant-look. My
clothier is the elegant LeRoi. As
Leroi, who also doesn't have a last
name, puts it, "A man who would
wear anything but the best might
as well be naked."
A naked doo-doo-pot is
soomething I never want to be.
But little did I know I have been
quite ignorant of a most recent
male grooming update I simply
hadn't heard about.
Hairy-man is out. Smooth-man
is in.
Imagine my horror when I read
recently, many men, especially
New York models and body builders, are having their chest hairs
removed by a waxing process. The
following description of how that
is accomplished comes straight
from arecent article from the Wash-

LEWIS

GRIZZARD
ington Post.
"Lay the willing victim on a
gumey-naked, of course, except
for a sheet-and lightly dust his
chest with talcum powder.
"Take a tongue depressor and
dip it into avat of hot wax, twirling
it until all the golden strands have
wound around the wooden wand.
"Slowly apply the hot wax to his
chest, spreading it from nipple to
nipple as one might frost a cake.
Cut several strips of cotton gauze
and lay them neatly across his
treacled flesh. Press firmly...then
rip the hair from his chest."
The article quoted Juliette
Fellemann, model editor of "GQ"
as saying, "If you look at the Versace
Clothing Ads, they're showing
these big body guys with no hair.
The other models see these ads
and they want to look like that
because it's a status thing and it
just starts trickling down."
Heretofore I thought it was a
status t h n g for men to have hairy
chests. I remember when the first
hair appeared on my chest. I was
13. I showed it to everybody in my
class and later wrote a term paper
about it.
I have what I will consider to be
about the normal amount of chest

hair. I'll never be mistaken for anything that lives in the woods, but
I've at least got a good handful.
For the present, that is.
Naturally, because I am such a
slave to good grooming, I'll probably be getting myself a chest wax
job at least by summer when I'll be
at the beach or out by the pool
exhibiting my tremendous upper
body development in my biker
shorts and muscle shirts.
Some men, the article also explained, are even having their necks
and shoulder hairs waxed off.
"They are so unsightly," the Post
quoted Losi, a male grooming expert in New York.
Losi, it was pointed out, also
goes by one name, as does my
Rebonzo and LeRoi.
So I might have my neck and
shoulder hair removed, too.
Rebonzo has already taken care of
my unsightly ear hair.
Although Atlanta certainly is chic
and sophisticated, it does take a
little time for things like waxing off
body hair to filter down from New
York. I called Rebonzo to ask him
when he would be offering such a
service.
"Dear boy, dear boy," he said,
"my cousin Losi in New York will
be sending down a wax vat to me
any day now."
My nipples tingle in anticipation.

Do you stay in
Jacksonville on
the weekends?
"Yes-I do, (only) because I work here. There2
nothing to do.. .Basically everything's in Anniston. "

(People leave) because there's nothing to
do. There are no activities. If the school
would get more activities together, maybe
there would be more people staying

problem around here is this college i
located in a very small town and th
college is what makes the town up an
there's just nothing to do here, it seems.'

team and that keeps me busy, plus I
enjoy all the social life here anyway. I
spend time with my fraternity brothers
Brian Foshee

LETTERSTO T H E EDITOR
Student disappointed at turnout for ML K program

Dear Editor:
Where were the African-American students of JSU
on Jan. 18, 1993, the day set aside to honor Martin
Luther King Jr.?Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. had a
wonderful program for that day beginning at 4 pm on
the third floor of TMB. I wasdisappointed, however,
with the number of students who chose not to attend.
Even though the program was a success, only a few
people attended. A divine message was given from
guest speakers Rhonda Robinson, an instructor from
the English Department, and students Treva Palton
and Martez Shephard. Topics for the evening were

"Martin Luther King's Dream," "Violence Among
Afro-Americans at JSU" and "Unity."
I would like to stress that the other fratemihes and
sororities should have been there as supporters. We
fought so hard to honor this day, (but) students
seemed to have had better things to do like "sleep."
Overall, the program was a success. Hopefully the
events for Black History Month will have a better
atttendance.
Treva Palton
JSU student

"Well now I have a job, and 1 do have to
stay, but I didn't (stay before), because
there's nothing to do on the weekend.
Everybody goes home."
Lisa Cunningham

"No, I don't. It's very boring around here.
There's not much to do. I go home and
get out of the environment of school and
just hang out back home."
Jeff Klevorn
freshman

Reader offended by editor's column
Dear Editor:
"War Comics." Even an educated ~ e ~ u b l i c should
an
Well, the omniscient and omnipotent Editor in be above gay-bashing (whether it be verbal or physiChief has done it again: you have presented your cal).
bigoted and biased viewpoint and I'm sure have
Of course to balance the paper you throw in an antiinsulted more than one person. I understood what racist article from Lewis Grizzard. How politically
you said last semester about your editorial. I under- correct of you! Let me guess, you saw Malcolm X and
stand that it is youropinion, butyou present the entire the weight of 200 years is on your shoulders. There
paper in this manner. Now you arewhining about the is n o need to worry about you, Mr. Editor in Chief: if
fact that Anita Hill is gaining something back after given the opportunity, a Republican will always show
being degraded by men just like yourself. Also, your his ignorance.
"well-rounded"
. . . . . . . .
. . . . .and
. . "totally
. . . . . impartial"
. . . . . . .paper
. . . makes
. . . . . . .
fun of gays in the military with a sadistic strip called 'firis&'~arrell

There's nothing to do here. They don't
have anything for people to hang out at.
Basically everything's in Anniston."

.............................
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returned subscription cards were published,
"There is a definitive standard for what is
with
responses both positive and negative:
right, and what is wrong, within the realm of
human conduct. We don't have to justify o w
next to subscription information,comments
feelings, or even explain what this standard is.
included, "Political correctness makes me
Wejust know that we can tell the d~perence."
sick to my stomach," and "Stick it in their
-Campus Review
damn faces!!" Another message stated, "The
Conservative students say they want a
paper wasted on your publication could
fomm where they can be read and heard,
have been put to better use as toilet paper."
and many believe that traditional campus
"The response shows how unbelievably
newspapers are too liberal for their liking,
intolerant the left is. They are filled with hate
and that movements that involve political
and resentment," Horowitz says. "We didn't
correctness, abortion, gay and lesbian rights,
make any of (the responses) up. They were
feminism and special studies ofwomen and
basically written by people who don't want
minorities get extensive - and positive us to exist."
coverage.
Horowitz says that the paper
receives
. .
To counter this perception, many consersome donations, but refused to jay how it is
vative student newspapers are publish~ng
supported. It has no adverris~ng.Heteroweekly or monthly editions that arc. right
doxy goes to about 160 campuses and has a
wing in content, and both news stories and
press run of about 100,000c o w s . Horowitz
editorials attack liberal views while shoring
says the paper receives about 1,000 subup traditional conservative opinions.
scription orders a month.
There is no accurate count of the number
Muir, with the Madison Center, described
of conservative campus newspapers in the
the papers that receive funds from his organation; additionally, many don't have advernization as a "loose affiliation" of indepentising, SO their financial supporteither comes
dent newsva~ersthat are all non- fit.
from conservative foundations or through
They must already exist Sefore receiving
donations from students and other indimoney form the .Mad~sonCenter, and are
vidual supporters.
not fully supported by the organization. the
"In conservative newspapers, people are
papers must also by student-run.
fired up. The left is trying to drive out every idea that challenges them.
The papers are diverse, 'some are art and entertainment newspaTheir agenda is to drive out altemative forms of thought," says David
pers, some write about conservative policy, and some are frivolous.
.,.
Horowib, an editor For the California-based newspaper Heterodoxy, .:<:.*.
But all are conservative, he says. "Because the establishment at most
$$$
which comes out once a month.
schools does tend to be left of center, the natural result is the need for
L,,
>.39:.
., ......
%
One organization that helps fund conservative newspapers is the $$
one
that comes from the center or right of center," Muir says.
Washington, D.c.-based Madison Center for Educational Affairs. " 1
$$
One paper ousted from the network was the Campus Review at the
::v.:
Through its Collegiate Network, approximately 65 independent
University of Iowa's at Iowa City. "It didn't meet the standards of
$$
.:.' .&
"altemative" college newspapers receive funding, says Jeff Muir,
editorial responsibility," he says.
#.:.:<5e '.j:e:E$:,
:$$i.
program officer for the network.
"We're the bad boys now. We use the guerrilla tactics of the left from
The Madison Center is a non-profit organization that focuses on $j
the '60s for the right in the '90s," says Jeff Renander, editor of the
#$ :::m
:j:*: :m*
:gj
educational affairs, he says.
Campus Review. "We are conservative and pro-active. We drew the
?@, 5$
#$:.,
This year $169,000in grants was made available to the newspapers 3.:.:.:.x....,.,......
line in the sand and said, 'This is what we are.' By and large we are
.....,.,:.,.,:.:,,.,.,.
:<,::
$%: .;,:*,:.
, '.:::A;.
from the Madison Center, which was mostly donated by individuals, ,,.
:<*
....-.,.
.:.:.:.:..::.:$A<$
:.:.,a::>
.:.:..p,
traditional conservatives."
:w2
.:.:.:.:.:..
"$..,
@: j>:,,,+$$$:$
companies and foundations.
The paper is full of articles, cartoons and photographs, all promoting
v>fi:A:;:$&Bib;,
@
::;>y ::%;R
"The best thing I can say is that papers have sprung up indepen- :?....a,:.i
the
conservative point of view. One target in the November 1992 issue
.,...,...
:A,:.::, ..:.:.::::,:,:,.,,
dently on campuses because, for whatever reason, the newspaper $$$
was
Anita Hill, the University of Oklahoma law professorwho accused
::::A,:.:.:.:.:.:.
%$a #3$3s:
funded by the school only puts out one sideof the story," Muir says. @ $$$$$$
Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas at his Senate hearings of
:;s:,:.:....
Conservative student newspapers make no pretense that they are :HA
sexual harassment. She was described as "a leftist, feminist activist,
$?@ :.......
::::::::::,....,
:.:.,. ....
;g$$$$j:
indeed conservative, says Jim Naureckas, editor of Extra, which is a 835 :i@$@
who objected to the Thomas nomination because of their own
.....:......
,B
,.T
,!.:.?.:.,. ..s
.....,....:
.,.,.,.,...
. .:::<
!::...
joumal published by the New York-based Fairness and Accuracy in ...2..,:.~.:.:.:.:.:.~.:.:.:.
beliefs."
Reporting. FAIR monitors the accuracy and coverage of the mainOther common targets are gays and lesbians. In the December 1992
stream press. Naureckas says that while his group is philosophically :.:...:.:.:.:.:....
issue, Loretta Neet, state membership director for the Oregon Citizens
:
opposed to censorship, he believes that some conservative student $;$:,:gl
Alliance, was interviewed by Campus Review. The alliance was
@@$
.....,
:.:,:.:.:..
$sI:g;
papers go overboard.
instrumental in getting Measure 9, which opposed gay and lesbian
......,.....,.
.,....
"The harassment of minority professors and other stuff borders on B.5'
rights and called homosexuality "perverse," on the Oregon ballot in
@
hate speech, which is disturbing," he says. "We're philosophically ::j:si::
November. The measure was defeated.
..::.:..::..:.:..
.:.:.:.:
:.:.:;:.
opposed to censorship. We believe in free speech, but not ail speech ....,
Renander, in a column in the same issue, wrote, "I just can't stand
<.:...
..:..:...,
i::.
is good speech. We need to look at how these papers are organized ,..
itwhe-n
obese, agng lesbianswrite columns about how the U.S.needs
E"
I
and funded by powerful off-campus groups."
to dli'more to fight hunger in Somalia and elsewhere. Let's get real."
During a Gay Pride rally in 1990, Renander wrote that "my friends and I demonstrated
Horowik and other conservative editors describe themselves in terms from the 1960s
such as "radicals" and "rebels." Horowitz, who is 53 and a self-proclaimedlibertarian and against the abuse of gerbils by certain segments of the gay community. W e had a gerbil
a former Marxist, says that conservatives are the "true liberals," and that his paper is graveyard with 50 little white crosses, and our infamous gerbil quilt.)"
He says most of the paper's 25 staff members are "traditional, conservative Republicans"
challenging the faculty members nationwide to reverse the politically correct movement.
"The left is the conservatives. We want to change the university, and make it more who, until 1983,when the paper was founded, didn't have a venue to present their views.
intellectuallydiverse," he says. "Students in the1b0swereleft out of pcwer and talked about They now have an outlet, via their ultra-conservative newspaper, and it is making waves in
openness, free speech, a kind of anti-authority. Now they're tenured, imposing a speech Iowa City.
"Before we started, there was no conservative voice at all. By and large the conservatives
code, a doctrine of political correctness."
Heterodoxy, which was first published in April 1992, is sent to students and faculty were shut out," he says. He says Iowa City is "incredibly liberal" and that the "homosexual
.
.
members nationwide, even if they don't .ask to receive it. In the first issue~,.copiesof , corr,rnuniry is very active here. Gay rights activists tend to come .here.':

"We are th bad boys no[
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Largest Library of lnformatlonin U.S.

Shannon Cooper
Features writer

Improving health on campus is
only a workout away.
By working out aerobically, students may loseweight. How effective the aerobics are is up to the
one doing thework, however.John
B. Hammett, director of JSU's
Wellness Center, explains that the
intensity, duration and frequency
of the training can make or break
a fitness program. A simple way to

weight training with an aerobic
program pinpoints muscles and
adds shapeliness. The benefits of
this type of workout are limited
and focus on specific muscle tissues.
People's schedules are different,
so.one program cannot fulfill the
needs of everyone. Dance-aerobic
classes combine floor exerciseswith
an aerobic component, Hammett
says. For students, faculty and staff
interested in an aerobic session,
one is offered free of charge at 4:30

class and taking the stairs when
possible are ways to get active
without much lifestyle alteration.
The track, tennis courts and racquetball courts are also available
for students, faculty and staff use.
As well as staying physically fit,
it is important to remember maintaining a healthy diet. Hammett
says becoming consumer smart
about foods is a good way to start.
While monitoring caloric intake is
important, it is easy to be consumed with counting them. Com-
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Calvin's Playhouse Thursdays 7 10 p.m.
.Mindgarden Sundays 7 10 p.m.
The Other Side Fridays 10 p.m. 2 a.m.
Christian Celebration Sundays 10 a.m. 12 noon
Jazz Tracks, Classic Rock, and much more!

-

.,....

I

I

I

Your All Variety Station 91.9 FM:

Stephenson. G y m H o u r s
.. ..
.:.:(

19,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS

FEBRUARY 2-1 2. EACH PARTICIPANT
WILL WORK ONLY 4 HOURS.
EXCELLENT PAY
APPLlCATlONS ACCEPTED

-

Reauest Line: 782-5592

STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT
March 1 3,1993
make sure the activity is doing
what it should is to exercise at least
30 minutes three times a week. In
addition, elevating the heart rate to
between 70 and 85 percent its
maximum ensures that the jogging, cycling or swimming does its
job. It raises the metabolic rate. In
other words, calories start to bum
at a higher rate, even when the
body is at rest.
Combining an anaerobic activity
like tennis, racquetball, softball or

p m Monday through ~hursday.
Another workout possibility
mlght be riding a stahonaly bike
for 30 minutes and following that
w t h weight training This exercise
program could be followed by
spendingone hour in Stephenson
Hall
Pete Mathews Coliseum offers
a free weight room and a m m ming pool for workout activltles
Little strides toward staying
healthy help as well Walkmg to

Applications are now being taken for the 1993 Miss
JSU Scholarship Pageant sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. The applications may be picked up at
the information center in the office ofTeresa Strickl in
beginning on Monday, January 18. The Information
Center is located on Hwy. 204, just across from Self
Hall and next to Dixon Hall. Applications must be
turned in to Teresa Stricklin by February 23. Miss
JSUis a preliminary pageant to Miss Alabama. If you
have any questions, please call Teresa Stricklin at
782-5260.

plex carbohydrate and fat gram
intake should be a concern w t h
the health-conscious as well
The wellness center offers
complementary fitness and diet
counseling for students For most
traditional students, a complete
wellness evaluation may be done
for around $25. Charges are determined by the age of patients, however For more informahon about
these se~ices,contact thewellness
center at 782-5114

Specials
Every Night 7 - 9 p.m.
-Mondays 25G Specials- from 7 - 9 p.m.

JSU students (I. to r.) Matt Joseph, Steve Sutton and Perry Shields take advantage of the exercise
facilities available in Stephenson Hall.
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BEST TAN CONTEST

CHEAP!
FBI1U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES............$200
86 VW ........................ ....$50
87 MERCEDES............$100
65 MUSTANG................$50
Choose from thousands starting
$50 FREE Information-24 Hou~
Hotline. 801-379-2929
COPYRIGHT tAL022610

FOR RENT
T O A MATURE COLLEGE
GIRL OR TO A GIRL EMPLOYED (OR 2 GIRLS) LARGE
FURNISHED BEDROOM W /
PRIVATE BATH & PRIVATE
ENTRANCE TO HOUSE. HAS
REFRIGERATOR & LIMITED
KITCHEN PRIVILEGES UTILITIES FURNISHED. JOINS JSU

CALL 435-6626

r

APPLICATIONS FOR
SGA SENATORS & OFFICERS
MAY BE PICKED UP IN THE
SGA OFFICE BEGINNING
FEBRUARY 1.
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Movies
From page 9

6. "Timeless" Michael Bolton
7. "The Chronic" Dr. Dre
8. "...IfI Ever Fall in Love" Shai
9. "Ten" Pearl Jam
10. "Hard or Smooth" Wreckx-n-Effect

3. "Alive" $8.62
4. "Nowhere to Run" $8.20

5. "Body of Evidence" $7.37
6. "Scent of a Woman' $6.35
7. "The Bodyguard" $4.84
8. "Forever Young" $4.30
9. "Home Alone 2" $4.17

4. "The Bridges of Madison County' Robert James Waller
5. "The Pelican Brief' John Grisham
Non-fiction
1. "The Way Things Ought To Be" Rush Limbaugh
2. "Women Who Run With The Wolves" Clarissa Pinkola Estes

able: a long shot of snow capped
Andes set to the sounds of Aaron
Neville singing "Ave Maria" (and
yes, Linda Ronstadt joins him as
the credits roll). There are other
problems, asweii: ask yourselfwhy
these young men all have Hispanic
names and are all playing for a
South American rugby team, but
only about half speak with an accent.
Still, the film looks good on the
screen. The photography is breathtaking, from the sweeping mountain landscapes to the claustrophobic shots inside the plane's cabin,
which the survivors use as a shelter. And, with one or two exceptions, the performances (from a
cast mostly of unknowns) are constant and l~keableunhi the ending
goes a bit overboard
It's not hard to feel for these
characters (although some other
critics h n k so) We lust remember
that this 1s a true story This is not
a movie about cannibalism, and
it's certainly not a cheesy "Airport"-type
I t l s reallb'f
Piers Paul Read's 1972 book has been adapted twice for the
to
able hands.
screen: in 1993, and in the 1976 film "Survive."

r

A d dngdom

D<slrlbuled by Trlbune Meals Servlrer

many
Runmo,

01)E TO CILLI(iAM'S ISLB
Sung to the tune of the theme from Gilligans Island.

4. "Truman" Davi

5. "JFK: Reckless You

a story idea or
suggestion?

I s this sornething you
would like to

JSU's drama schedule for the 1993 Spring season:
"Fiddler on the Roof," the musical, will run Feb. 25-Mar. 7. The
traditional musical, focusing on the life of a Jewish family, contains
some of the most popular show tunes in music, including "If I Were
A Rich Man" and "Sunrise, Sunset."

a tale of a T.V. show-that was poorly
written and kinda dumb, but we all loved It so.
' r h e Howells had a lotto cash. but what did they

Chanticleer?

"Night of January 6," a drama, opens April 15 and runs to the 19.
Ayn Rand, author of the influential bookl'TheFountainhead," proves
an intense playwrightwith her courtroom drama. The jury for the play
will be selected from the audience. Proceeds for this second annual
drama fraternity production will go for scholarships.

I

I f the professor could make a radlo wlth a stlck and some
coconuts--then why didn't he just buHd a boat to save their
ship-wrecked butts?

k

d Gilligan would thwart their plans In almost every last

seen-They should have killed and eaten him, they could

"Miz Lena's Backyard" becomes a place of remembrance and
longing in this drama. The protagonist reflects on her life and her
deceased husband, as well as her son who is still missing in action
from the Vietnam war. The play runs May 27-30.

Tickets are $5 for adults, $4 for faculty, staff and senior citizens,
and $3 for students, military personnel and children. (Ada $I to
each admission price for "Fiddler on the Roof.") For reservations
, call 782-6648 or 782-5623.
.~.. .. . . .
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have used the protein.

MOW
me show's In r/ndlcotion.and has been
for a while...
wlth Gllllgaaaan; The Howells too; the Skipper
and hls stomach; the tolcen babe;
the professor and MaryanneHey don't you touch that

"Love's Labour's Lost," one of Shakespeare's enduring comedies,
will be on stage June 24- 28.

i

see in T h e

I '

Give us a call
a t 7 82 - 570 1
and let us know
had to fill this
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"Oh, it's just Hank's little cross to bear he's allergic to down and that's that."
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Jones gets victory No. 400
JSU dismantles West Georgia
in front of big home crowd
West Georgia seemed to be run
ragged by a tenacious JSU defense
that stayed in the Braves' faces and
Monday night at Pete Mathews denied them of high-percentage 3JSU head basketball coach Bill
Coliseum, 3;133 Gamecock fans point shots.
Jones passed a milestone Monday
Jones found Monday night's
experienced a little hard work, a
night with his 400th career coachlitlle desire, a touch of trash-talk- game filled with many successes.
ing victory. He became the l l t h
ing and one historical moment. "We wanted to push the ball," he
active coach in the NCAA to
All
this added up to a 109-87 JSU said. "We had some kids really
achieve that mark.
victory over the West Georga step up tonight. Players off the
For all his laurels, Jones might
bench played up to our expectanever had a single win if he had
tions."
The game marked the 400th
stayed with either of his first two
Senior swingman Anthony
win in head coach Bill Jones' cacareers.
reer. Jones refused to accept a Kingston reflected on his team's
After graduation from JSU in
great deal of credit after the game. win. "We knew we had to come
1966,he signed a professional base"There have been a lot of great together as a team." hngston felt
ball contract with the Pittsburgh
players,'' he said. "This is a team the offensive production was
sport. There are a lot of people helped by players' generosity by
"malung the extra pass for the
responsible for this."
,,
TheGamecocksshowedcon- other person to score.
business administr
By the way, Jones became the
sistent play throughout the first
work for him.
l l t h active coach in the NCAA to
half and continued to do so in the
But, in 1971, something inside
second half through intense de- win 400 games. After the game,
him made him want to return to
Jonesdownplayed this tremendous
fense and an unselfish offense.
familiar temtory, a basketball gym.
Junior guard Jeff Terry led JSU, accomplishment. "Individual honJones came to JSU for the first
scoring a game-high 32 points, ors, I don't think, should be given
time as an All-State basketball
out in team sports," he said. Jones,
player out of Marshall County High
would rather compliment his playSchool in Guntersville and Snead JSU men's bask
ers. "I am proud of this team.
West G'eorgia 87
day after garnering his 400th victory as a head coach.
State Junior College.
Some things are distracting to a
His career as a player at JSU was ning percentage of ,709 ranks him
His teams have won seven Gulf
ball club, but these guys fought
West Georgia (87)
a stellar one. He averaged 18.1 and among the top 15 in the nation.
South Conference championships, O.Brien
4-624, Reinhard 5-13 through it,,,
17.2 points in his two years at JSU.
The highlight of his career came four GSC tournament champion- 0-0 14, Nelloms
2-2 4, Loquasto
Kingston said the build up of the
The Gamecocks won a pair of in 1985,when the Gamecocks took ships, eight NCAA tournament 1-3 2-2 5, it,^^^ 1-5 4-4 6, phillips
403th win didn,tpressure the playAlabamaCollegiate Conference in homethe Division I1 national cham- appearances and five NCAA re- 0-2 1-3 1, ~~t~~ 3-3 2-2 8, ers but, "It was in the back of our
that span. Jones played for the pionship.
gion championship.
IvlcCormick4-60-l8,Brown4-140- minds,
0 9, Marshall 3-8 0-1 8. Totals 32-75
legendary Tom Roberson, whom
"We tried to come out tonight
15-21 87.
he replaced as thewinningest coach
and
get it for him in front of the
JSU (109)
in school history.
o s e y l - 2 0 - 0 3 , u s - - , homecrowd:,
Back in 1971, after leaving the
~ingston6-164-41 7 , 13-202~ ~ ~ JSU is now 12-5 overall and 4-2
13-9
1973
North Alabama
IRS, Jones accepted a position as
2
32,
Jones
1-2
6-6
8,
Posey
7-13
0- in the Gulf South Conference.
North Alabama
1974
an assistant at North Alabama,
0
14,
Edmonds
1-3
1-4
3,
Harris
3-5
Kingston finishedwith 17 points,
JSU
20-7
under head coach Ed Billingham. It
4-5 10, Powell 5-5 4-6 14, Crews 1- while Tracy Posey and Joby Powell
JSU
16-8
only tookayear before he replaced
2 0-2 2, Weaver 0-1 0-0 0, Hill 0-0 1- each had 10,
1977
JSU
13-14
Billingham as head coach of the
1978
JSU
12-12
2 1. Totals 40-73 22-3 1 109.
JSU plays at home at 7:30 SaturJSU
1979
17-8
Lions. He had a 28-17 record his
HalftimeJSU 43. West Georgia 39. day against Alabama-Huntsville,
1980
JSU
20-7
Fouled out-None. Rebounds-JSU 5 1
two years at UNA.
1981
JSU
22-8
(Kingston 9), West Georgia 35
JSU 86, Valdosta State 77
In 1974, he got the call to return
JSU
15-11
1982
(Brown
8).
Assists-JSU
19
(Kingston
to his alma mater to replace
1983
JSU
24-8
After back-to-back losses on the
5 ) , West Georgia 11 (Reinhard 3).
23-8
1984
JSU
Roberson, his former coach.
road,
JSU needed and got a muchTotal fouls-West Georgia 27, JSU
31-1
1985
JSU
Since that time he has had only
19.
needed
victo~ySaturday night over
JSU
19-8
one losing season. In 1977, JSU
1987
JSU
12-12
A-3,133
Valdosta State.
finished at 13-14. Every other year
1988
JSU
17-11
The 86-77 win was No. 399 in
has been at ,500 or better. His
1989
ISU
276
benefitting from an offense that head coach
Jones' career. The
1990
JSU
24-5
teams have won 20 games or rhore
passed
the
ball
to
the
open
man,
ninth
straight
win
Over the Blazers
Jsu
20-6
the last four years. The Gamecocks
28-2
JSU
1992
Terrywas
open often. His.32
points
18 wins. per
have
. .
,
,
. . .year
. ..
12-5
JSU .
See No. 400 page 14
, , . .averaged
. . .
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Tim Hathcock
Sports Editor

Bill Jones' Career Record
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Lady Gamecocks break losing skid at home

I

Spears breaks record I

Thomas Lanahan
Sports Writer

JSU was led by Terrace Spears
with 24 points, all on 3-pointers. I
/ from Piedmont, set a new school
Her eight 3-pointers in one game !
record for 3-pointersin one game
set a school record.
with eight against Valdosta State.
Tracy Linton had 20 points and

It was close in the beginning but
by the end there was no doubt.
The Lady Gamecocks were able to
improve to 4-2 in the Gulf South
Conference and 9-6 overall with an
81-61 win over West ~ e o r ~ i a .
Star forward Tracy Linton was hit
with her second foul in the first
three minutes andwas forced to sit
on the bench.
Al! the Lady Gamecocks would
play this night.
JSG led the entire first half until
TaReon Kelsk of West Georgia
gave it a two-point lead at the 10:45
mark.
The lead would change hands
six times over the rest of the half
with the last time being the most
dramatic. Meredith Crowder took
the last shot from just past half

Shaun Thomas had 16 points
and seven assists.
JSU moved its record to 3-2 in
then Gulf South Conference and

attempts. She averages 10.5

stuffing envelopes.

RUSH sl*OO wi'h SASE lo:

reliable transportation, and beable
to work weekends. Positions to be
GROUP FIVE filled in early January.

57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307

over, DE 19901

Call Robert Sutton at (205)
345-2686. With your help we can

/ serve JSU better.

JSU 81,
West Georgia 61
West Georgia (61)
Jones 0-2 0-0 0, Barkley 5- 112-2 13,
Dallas 0-6 0-0 0, Kelsey 8-12 4-6 20,
Browno-6 0-0 0, Williams 1-2 2-3 4,
Walker4-84-4 12,~offs3-110-08,
Robinson 0-0 2-2 2, Pearson 1- 1 0-0
2. Totals 22-59 14-19 61.
JSU (81)
Humphrey 1-2 0-0 2, Spears 3-12 00 7,Pitts2-3 3-4 7,Massey 1-1 0-02,
Simmons 5-7 2-2 13, Crowder 7-12
2-2 17,Owings4-90-09, Thomas 3132-29,Linton5-7 1-1 l1,Davis l2 2-2 4, Datcher 0-1 0-0 0, Tinker O2 0-0 0. Totals 32-71 12-13 81.
Halftime-JSU 40, West Georgia 37.
Fouled out-Owings. Rebounds-JSU
48 (Linton 18), West Georgia 34
(Walker 7). Assists-JSU 20 (Thomas
7), West Georgia 10 (Barkley 5).
Total fouls-West Georgia 18, JSU
23.
A-250

Jana Simmons came off the
bench to net 13 points. Felecia
and shaun momas
had
nine ~ o i n teach
s and Terrace S ~ e a r s
and Jenny Pitts both had seven
points.
The Lady ~ a m e c o c k sled by ns
much as 28 points before settl~ng
for the final margin.
JSUwill be back in action tonight
against Mississippi University for
Women in Columbus, Miss.

mngs
I

JSU 89, Valdosta 76
The JSU Lady Gamecocks had
suffered three straight losses unhl
they played Valdosta State at home
Saturday, coming away with a 8976win.
%

'Thn
..,n3,1,4 h n
1 I ~ Ct j a l l c VVUUIU
vc

+hn

CIU~C ULC

court and banked it in for a 3entire first half with neither team
pointer
able to lead by more than hve
Crowder led the Lady Gamecocksw~th17 points and six assists
The halftime score was 40-37
JSU 89,
The second half was a different Valdosta State 76
ball game
JSU went on a 22-2 run in the Valdosta State (76)
first 1035 to take a commanding R. Smith 4-8 4-4 137 Owens 4-11 2lo. Chester Om5 2-2 2*Vickers
62-39 lead West Georgia took two
0-0
2, S. Smith 3-1 1 0-0 9, Willlams
tlmeouts In a span of two minutes
7-10 3-3 17, Coleman 1-2 0-0 2,
but couldn't stop the Lady Game- Luken 0-1 0-0 0, Jenkins 3-5 2-2 8,
cocks
Wynn 5-8 3-6 13, Miller 0-2 0-0 0.
Lnton owned the boards in the
28-64 16-21 76.
second half She finished the game JSU (81)
w~th11 pointqmd 18 r a h o w t s F . Humphrey 4-6 0-0 8, Spears 8-16 0-
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2 24, Pitts .l-50-0 '2, Simmons 3-8 00 8, Crowder 2-7 0-0 5, Owings 3-4
0-0 6, Thomas 7-20 0-0 6, Linton 10140-020,DavisO-10-00,DatcherO1 0-0 0, Tinker 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 3884 0-2 89.
Halftime-JSU 43, Valdosta 41.
Fouled out-Owings. Rebounds-JSU
47 (Linton 20), Valdosta 39 (Wynn
9). Assists-JSU 27 (Thomas 7),
Valdosta 9 (R. Smith 3). Total foulsValdosta 8, JSU 19.
A-1,100

points. JSU led by two at the half.
In the second half, JSU would
take a six-pointlead with 18:15left.
Valdosta State inched closer over
the next six minutes until it finally
took the lead at 52-51.
The Lady Gamecocks then went
on
a 11-0 run and never looked
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Conveniently Located Around Corner From Brother's

m Baked Fresh Daily
m Air Brushed Birthday

Cakes

I
I

NOW OPEN
M - F 6:30 - 6:00
SAT.
. 7:00
. - - - 5:00
- .- -

WWGE INN

.GENEROUS PORTIONS, GREAT PRICES AT THE
VILLAGE INN
*LOCATED JUST OFF THE SQUAR
*BUFFET INCLUDES 2 SOUPS, 25
ITEM SALAD BAR1 4 MEATS,
8 VEGETABLES, AND 4 DESSERT
*RATHER DINE AT HOME? CALL AHEAD!
*JACKSONVILLE'S FINEST RESTAURANT
a

435-7004

COFFEE CORNER - IACKSONVILLE

.

"LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED"

,

m Specialty Cakes Made
From-Scratch
m Reserve Party Room for
your Group Meetings

I
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435-5653
mFAMILY BUFFET
PARTIES lCATERING
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I = SUNDAY NIGHT ONLY!! =
I
I=
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET WITH I
I VALIDATED STUDENT 1.0.
I
I *COUPON NOT REQUIRED
I

:$4.29*1
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The Society for Professional Journalists

No. 400
From page 12
came before a crowd of 3,422 at
Pete Mathews Col~seum
The assembled crowd wtnessed
a senior forwa~dstep forward and
show the necessary I~adershipto
lift the Gamecocks out of ~ t funk
s
lngston scored 28 points on an
11-of-15 shooting performance
The first half was,close until JSU
pulled away late to a 39-30 halftime
lead That stretch was courtesy of a
Vaidosta State cold streak 'The
Blazerswent a full 10minuteswthout sconng.
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DOMINO'S =wzamnm
Trophies, Pizza Party, Big Fun. If your social or Fraternal
Organization is interested, Call Domino's of Jacksonville
no later than February 8th to register.
435-8200
For More Details or Rules Call Jamey at 782-5712

JSU 86,
Valdosta State 77
Valdosta State (77)
Frechette 1-6 0-0 3, Stargell3-10 00- 7, Dantice 5-13 2-2 16, Daphney
1-32-24, Comell3-8 1-1 8, Ford49 4-4 12, Barnes 2-10 1-2 5 , Dunson
5-12 6-8 16, Jones 3-7 0-1 6. Totals
27-78 16-20 77.
JSU (86)
Mosley 1-3 0-0 3, Bush 1-6 3-7 5 ,
Kingston 11-15 2-5 28, Terry 2-7 34 7, Jones 1-2 11-12 14, Posey 3-10
1-1 7, Edmonds 3-4 0-0 7, Harris 410 5-7 13, Powell 1-3.0-0 2. Totals
27-60 27-36 87.
Halftime-JSU 39, Valdosta 30.
~ouledout-Cornell,Ford,Jones.Rebounds-JSU43 Posey
39 (Jones 11). Assists-JSU 18
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Center Toby Powell snags a rebound in JSU's win over West
Georgia Saturday night at Pete Mathews Coliseum.

That allowed the Gamecocks to
pun away for a 15-point lead with
just less than 13 mlnutes remaining,
(Kinga0n7)'Va1d0sta91(Frechette'
Most teams would have folded
Comell 2). Total fouls-Valdosta 28,
their tents at that point, but to the
,
l o
J 3 U 10.
Blazers credit, they hung in and
A-3,422
clawed their way back to wthin
9)7

TPT

one ooint at 68-67
JSL'scored the game's next six
polnts, however, and then hit the
necessary free throws at the end to
seal the wcton,
Gerald lones added 14 points
and Carl Harris 13 for the Gamecocks
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No Appointments Necmary - Walk-ins Welcome

Above Jax TV on the square
Tues - Friday (9 - 5:30) Sat. (9 - 4)

National football recruiting
signing day awaits Feb. 3
But, despite those potential downfalls, JSU recruiting
coordinator Jay Brown has received five verbal com-

Tim Hathcock
Sports Editor

m:im,...Ln

After winning a national championship, a team
might be expected to reap the rewards that go along
with it.
And, one reward a lot of teams in that position
would like to have is its choice of high school
recruits to sign at that team's instihhion.
That's the scenario for JSU as it comes off its
national title won over Pittsburg State in Florence in
December.
One possible hurdle for the Gamecocks to overcome might be the impending move to Division IAA.The Gamecocks have only one home game
scheduled next season and are several games short
of having a complete 10-game schedule as in past
seasons. That's not unusual for a team coming off
a title.
No one wants to play a potentially dangerous
team'and JSU doesn't have the luxury of filling out
the slate with a conference schedule since it re,
the Gulf South Conference
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Intereshngiy enough, all are primdrlly defensive
players, but could m t c h once they arnve at JSU
Warren Bidir IS a 6-foot 3-inch outs~delinebacker/
defensive end from Anniston High School B!air is the
younger brother of JSU's starting defensive end
Mondreco Blair
Maurice Bell, 6-foot 1-lnch and 210 pounds, is also
a linebacker/defenslve end He played his prep ball at
Ashvllle High School
Tyrone Cohill at 5-foot 10-inches 1s a lightning quick
defensive back from Pel1 City H ~ g hSchool
Jeremy Brown IS a 5-foot 11-~nch176 pound defensive back from Montgomery's Robert E Lee High
School
Enc Mims is another defensive back to commlt to
JSU He is listed at 5-foot 11-inches and played locally
at Wellborn High School
Verbal commitments are non-blnding and will not
be official until the signing papers are returned in the
mall on Feb 3
~ JSU
~ .qn.sign,
~ ~ ~as,many
~ ~ ~as: 25
, ~
, ~ >this
~ season . .playep
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Jonesgets his
moment in
Ithespotlight
Bill Jones has now won 400
games. That fact is the kind that
rolls off the tongue without the
speaker realizing what that
means. To survive as a head
coach for 400 games is a feat in
itself. But to win 400 is an
incredible landmark.
My own first meeting with
Jones was not one to be cherished, however.
After I graduated from high
school, to make a little beer and
gas money, I decided to become
a softball umpire.
Jones, who played a year in
the Pittsburgh Pirates organization, has been known to hit
softballs as far as any player
around.
Unfortunately, I also got, the
chance to umpire behind the
plate in a game he played in. It
was a fairly important toumament played in my home town
in Gadsden and Jones was
playing for a team in a Class A
or Major league, the big boys.
If you've ever seen these guys
play, it's something to behold.
They can really play, and Jones
was no exception.
These guys also are very
intense and mostly feel the
umpires have never gotten a call
right in their lives. Jones was no
exception there, ei her.
When he stepped to the plate
for the first time that day, I called
a strike on Jones. He stepped out
of the box, glared at me, and
said, "Strike?!"
Now, as an umpire, that's
pretty mild stuff. But, coming
from his mouth, it pretty much
melted me on the spot. 1 don't
h o w why. He's just one of
those people who have an
intimidating presence on the
playing surface.
I don't know of the results of
that game or even remember
what he did, but I do remember
being intimidated For the first
and one of the Few times as an
umpire.
Now, he has his 400 wins and
counting. I wish him continued
success, having grown to respect
and admire his work. I do feel a
little sorry for the officials when
he gets on them, though.
I can empathize.
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NCAA
Division I1
Basketball Poll
Cal.St.-Bakersfield
Washburn
Philadelphia Textile
Franklin Pierce
5. NC Central
6. Virginia Union
7. Troy State
8. South Dakota
9. Central Oklahoma
10. Tampa
11.Kentucky Wesleyan
12. Gannon
tie. New Hampshire C.
14. Southern Indiana
15. Florida Southern
16. North Dakota
17. Missouri Western St.
18. Northern Michigan
19. Alaska-Anchorage
20. American Inter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

NCAA
Division I1
Women's poll

Conference Record Overall Record
6-0
11-4
4-2
9-6
Jsu
Miss. College
3-3
8-9
Livingston
3-3
11-5
North Alabama
2-4
10-7
2-4
8-7
West Georgia
Valdosta State
1-5
7-11
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Good through Spring Semester 1993
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TUesday:

Good through Spring Semester 1993

Wednesdcry:
Good through Spring Semester 1993
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Buy one large pizza 3 get one small I
pizza FREE
I
with same number of toppings
I

Buy one medium pizza for
the price of a small

TEAM
Livingston

TEAM
Delta State

W E N O W HAVE DELICIOUS
BREADSTICKS!

Buy a large pizza for a
medium price.

GSC Standings

GSC Women's
Standings

I
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1. NorthDakotastate
2. Bentley
3. M i ~ h b u r n
4. Delta State
5. Michigan Tech
6. North Dakota
7. Missouri So. State
8. Northern Mich.
9. Augustana
10.Csal Poly-Pomona
11. Pitt-Johnstown
12. Norfolk State
13. F'ortland State
14.Florida Tech
15. Indiana, Penn.
16.Bellarmine
17Pittsburg State
18. St Augustine's
19. Mass.-~~well
20. Florida Southern

Conference Record Overall Record
5-1
13-5
4-2
12-5
Jsu
Delta State
4-2
9-6
North Alabama
4-2
13-6
Miss. College
2-4
9-6
Valdosta State
1-5
7-8
West Georgia
1-6
3-14

Now With Thicker Crust 6.50% MORE Cheese
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Key Clue 1

"TO FIND THE MISSING KEY YOU MUST
LOOK TO THE PAST. THE SEARCH FOR
THIS PRIZE SHOULD BE NOTHING BUT A
BLAST."
Domino's Pizza will hide keychains somewhere on the JSU campus and
"Public Property in Jacksonville". Each week, a new keychain will be
hidden, and each week, a clue to find it will be given in The Chanticleer.
If one week the keychain is not found, adifferent clue will appear in the next
edition of The Chanticleer,along with a new clue for a different chain. Six
keychains will be given away in all.
Once the keychain is found, bring it into Domino's Pizza for a large pizza
with your choice of toppings and a six-pack of cokes. That exchange will
entitle you to a shot at the grand prize.
M E KEYCHAIN WlLL BE HIDDEN IN AN EASILY ACCESSIBLE LOCA, TION. NOTHING MUST BE MOVED, DUG UP, DESTROYED, ETC.
EACH KEYCHAIN WlLL BE SPECIALLY MARKED.

Jacksonville
On The Square
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435-8200

3ausch & Lomb
Sensitive Eves
Saline Solution
12 ounce
/

Hwy 21 South
Jacksonville
Hours:
Mon. - Sat. 9 - 7
Bausch & Lomb
Renu Multi-Purpose
Reiuu
Solution 12 oz.
Dlslnfects

Dad Cleans
knses

Clensatron Automatic
Contact Lens Cleaning
Accessory

Equate Sterile Saline
Solution for Sensitive
Eyes 12 oz.
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II
II
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PRESCRIPTION
COUPON

p<1y To 1l11,

Ordcr 01

[m]
I-[435-1 071

Vision Care
Enzymatic Cleaner
24 count

A 0 Sept
Disfecting Solution
12 oz.

8
Oxysept 1
Disinfecting Solution
12 oz.

I

Oxysept 2
Neutralizing Tablets
36 count

Opti-Clean II
Daily Cleaner 20 mi.
Especially for Sensitive
Eyes

19

Opti-Free
Disinfecting Solution
12 oz.
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Wal-Mart Pharmacv

Get Your Prescription FREE Up To $2.00, If
Over $2.00 You Pas the Difference.

(Good At

PHARMACY

Location)

Llrn~t 1 Coupon Per F i ~ r n ~ l y
(Max~rnurn30 D;ly Supply)

Customer Signature

Trans#

Exprires March 31,1993
NOT NEGOTIABLE FOR CASH

Pharmacist Signature

Hwy 21 South
Jacksonville
Hours:

-

Mon. Sat. 9 - 7
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